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ABSTRACT: Conical intersections play a crucial role in photochemical
processes, but limited experimental information exists on the structural
distortions that couple electronic with reactive nuclear motion. Using
ultra-broadband and highly time-resolved optical spectroscopy, we follow
the evolution of vibrational wavepackets after passage through a conical
intersection during the primary visual event, the 11-cis to all-trans
photoisomerization of the retinal chromophore in rhodopsin. Compar-
ison of nuclear coherences generated under resonant and off-resonant
impulsive excitation conclusively reveals coherent wavepacket motion in
the bathorhodopsin photoproduct over the full vibrational manifold. We
observe strongly enhanced coherences in low-frequency torsional
degrees of freedom over the fingerprint region and almost complete suppression of some hydrogen wagging motion. Our
ability to monitor the multidimensional evolution of nuclear wavepackets across multiple electronic states is a general means for
studying the structural and dynamic origins of efficient photochemistry and provides critical experimental information for
theoretical studies.

■ INTRODUCTION

Photoisomerization reactions are ideally suited to study the
origins of fast and efficient photochemistry.1−6 Absorption of a
photon causes electronic excitation and provides molecules
with excess energy, which is converted into atomic motion to
drive a reaction.7−11 A classic example is the 11-cis to all-trans
photoisomerization of the retinal chromophore in rhodopsin,
marking the first step in vision.12−14 Recently, ultrafast transient
absorption spectroscopy provided evidence for the involvement
of a conical intersection (CI) in this reaction,15 as also
demonstrated in biomimetic photoswitches.16 Theoretical
studies have proposed backbone torsion, pyramidalization,
and hydrogen wagging to be crucially involved in the
mechanism, but little information exists on the identity of the
nuclear degrees of freedom that contribute to the formation of
the CI.13,14,17−20

To illustrate the dynamic evolution of a system in a
photochemical reaction mediated by a CI, it is instructive to
consider a simplified potential energy diagram (Figure 1).
Following population of the first excited electronic state, the
system quickly evolves out of the Franck−Condon (FC) region
toward the CI, where internal conversion to the ground state
surface takes place, leading to the photo-induced formation of
photoproduct and reactant.21 The kinetics of such photo-
reactions are often studied by time-resolved transient
absorption spectroscopy.1,15,21,22 A short resonant pump pulse
photoexcites the molecule and is followed by a probe pulse,
which records a transient absorption spectrum at various time
delays after the pump pulse. By using an ultrashort pump pulse
(∼10 fs), the excitation process additionally generates coherent

vibrational wavepackets in all FC-active modes.23 The resulting
wavepacket motion modulates the transient absorption signal,
thus providing vibrational information in addition to the
electronic dynamics.23,24 Such wavepacket motion can be highly
affected by passage through a CI depending on the involvement
of the underlying degree of freedom in the CI,25,26 implying
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Figure 1. Schematic potential energy diagram for a cis to trans
photoisomerization mediated by a conical intersection (CI). Excited
molecules rapidly leave the Franck−Condon region toward the CI,
enabling internal conversion to the ground state potential. The overall
reaction leads to the photo-induced formation of photoproduct (trans)
and reactant (cis).
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that monitoring vibrational coherence after internal conversion
could provide detailed information on the structure of the CI.
We have recently demonstrated that internal conversion

through a CI is vibrationally coherent.23 In the case of the
S2 ← S1 transition in β-carotene, we observed strong similarities

between the Raman spectrum obtained from coherences
passing through the CI and the Raman spectrum of the S1
product state, with some weak bands in the fingerprint region
enhanced upon internal conversion. In the case of rhodopsin,
such an experimental approach previously uncovered a

Figure 2. Transient electronic and vibrational signatures after photoexcitation of rhodopsin with an 8 fs pulse. (a) Differential absorbance map
exhibiting a coherent artifact at early time delays and the appearance of photoproduct absorption at 560 nm. The transient at 587 nm illustrates the
growth of a photoinduced absorption within 200 fs and is shown together with the corresponding fit to the electronic kinetics (orange). (b) After
subtraction of the electronic response by global fitting, the underlying vibrational coherences become visible, shown for the transient at 587 nm.
Early time points dominated by the coherent artifact have been shaded for clarity as they are not included in further analysis.

Figure 3. Fourier transform power maps and spectra compared to resonance Raman. (a) Fourier power map following resonant excitation with an 8
fs pump pulse centered at 500 nm and (b) resonance Raman spectrum (gray, black) compared to a spectral average from 570 to 640 nm for
bathorhodopsin (orange). (c) Fourier power map following off-resonant excitation with a 9 fs pulse centered at 800 nm and (d) resonance Raman
spectrum (gray, black) compared to a spectral average from 570 to 640 nm for rhodopsin (green). The pump−probe data have been scaled to
correct for amplitude effects caused by finite time resolutions (see Supporting Information Figure S3). Resonance Raman spectra are adapted with
permission from Lin et al.27 (488 nm, gray), copyright 1998 American Chemical Society, and Kukura et al.28 (805 nm, black), copyright 2005
American Association for the Advancement of Science. We remark in this context that the resonance Raman spectrum of rhodopsin and
bathorhodopsin is largely invariant to a change in the excitation wavelength (see Supporting Information Figure S4). Absorption spectra for
rhodopsin (green) and bathorhodopsin (orange) are indicated on the side of (a) and (c), respectively. Time-domain power spectra were obtained by
Fourier transformation of the residual coherence map for time delays greater than 80 fs.
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dominant low-frequency torsional coherence after internal
conversion assigned to the primary photoproduct bath-
orhodopsin.22 The employed pump pulses, however, remained
too long and the spectroscopic sensitivity too low to reveal the
fate of higher frequency modes suggested by theory to be
significant contributors to the photoisomerization. A detailed
understanding of the CI region and the factors connecting
chemical reactivity and efficiency on an atomic level is therefore
still missing.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We performed transient absorption spectroscopy of rhodopsin
with an unprecedented combination of time resolution (∼10
fs), ultrabroad detection bandwidth (500−900 nm), and
spectroscopic sensitivity (∼10 μOD). In particular, the high
sensitivity is a critical advance over previous studies and allows
us to reveal nuclear coherences over the full vibrational
manifold that cause small oscillatory features modulating the
transient absorption spectra. The corresponding differential
absorbance map of rhodopsin after photoexcitation with an 8 fs
pulse centered at 500 nm is shown in Figure 2a. Around zero
time delay, we observe a coherent artifact followed by a rapidly
red-shifting stimulated emission band initially appearing at 800
nm. After ∼100 fs, the stimulated emission feature converts
into a photoproduct absorption signal outside our probe region
in the near-IR, followed by a blue shift to the final absorption
maximum at 560 nm, indicating the formation of bath-
orhodopsin within 200 fs.15,22 Longer time delays (>200 fs)
exhibit a stationary transient absorption spectrum with
overlapping signatures of ground state bleach (498 nm) and
bathorhodopsin absorption (560 nm). Individual transients
such as that shown at 587 nm furthermore reveal large
oscillatory modulations of the electronic signal caused by the
generated vibrational wavepackets upon photoexcitation.
We are able to extract the residual vibrational coherence as a

function of probe wavelength (Figure 2b) by globally fitting the
electronic dynamics of the transient absorbance map, as
indicated for the transient in Figure 2a. The coherent
oscillations are most pronounced in the 500−650 nm window
with a node near the bathorhodopsin absorption maximum at
560 nm.24 The oscillations contain both high- and low-
frequency components lasting for more than 1.5 ps, as indicated
by the transient at 587 nm. Probe wavelengths >700 nm,
however, exhibit only very short-lived coherence activity.
Wavelength-dependent Fourier transformation of the residual
coherences reveals the spectral intensity distributions of all
vibrational modes up to 1700 cm−1 (Figure 3a). We find
pronounced coherence activity in the torsional (<500 cm−1),
hydrogen-out-of-plane (HOOP, 800−1100 cm−1), C−C
stretching (1150−1350 cm−1), and the CC stretching
(1500−1650 cm−1) regions. Additionally, the overall wave-
length dependence of the Fourier intensities closely resembles
the absorption spectra of rhodopsin and bathorhodopsin with
maxima at 500 and 580 nm, respectively.
To rationalize the molecular origin of the vibrational

coherences in the bathorhodopsin absorption window, we
compare an averaged Fourier power spectrum (570−640 nm)
with the resonance Raman (RR) spectrum of bathorhodopsin
(Figure 3b). We chose the 570−640 nm window specifically
due to the known dependence of the coherent amplitudes on
the shape of the underlying absorption spectrum (see Figure
3a).29 In the high-frequency region (>1000 cm−1), we find
signatures of bathorhodopsin C−C stretching modes at 1208,

1237, and 1267 cm−1 with matching relative intensity
distributions, as well as a shoulder at 1535 cm−1 assigned to
the CC stretching mode in bathorhodopsin, albeit with
decreased relative intensity. The low-frequency torsional region
shows enhanced coherence activity compared to the RR
spectrum, with a pronounced mode at 60 cm−1, previously
shown to originate from coherently excited bathorhodopsin.22

The HOOP region is dominated by an intense band at 865
cm−1, which we attribute to the unresolved C10−H and C12−H
HOOPs at 850 and 875 cm−1, respectively. We furthermore
note the distinct lack of coherence activity in the C11−H
HOOP at 920 cm−1.
Resonant excitation by an ultrashort pump pulse generates

coherent wavepacket motion on both ground and excited
electronic states,30 complicating the interpretation of the
vibrational coherences. It is thus necessary to record a pure
ground state time-domain Raman spectrum, which can be
achieved in an off-resonant pump−probe experiment. Keeping
the probe pulse unchanged and using a 9 fs pump pulse
centered at 800 nm, we completely avoid photoexcitation and
only generate wavepacket motion on the ground state of
rhodopsin.31,32 The resulting Fourier power map (Figure 3c)
exhibits coherence activity in the HOOP, C−C stretch, and
CC stretch regions but lacks all intensity in the torsional
region of the spectrum. The overall wavelength dependence of
the coherence activity is shifted toward the shorter wavelength
region compared to the on-resonant experiment and closely
resembles the absorption spectrum of rhodopsin. The Fourier
power spectrum averaged over the same probe window (570−
640 nm) as for the on-resonant experiment exhibits a HOOP
band at 970 cm−1, three C−C stretches at 1208, 1237, and 1267
cm−1, and an intense CC stretch at 1548 cm−1, in excellent
agreement with the ground state RR spectra of rhodopsin.27,28

The coherence activity obtained in the off-resonant experi-
ment is related to the RR intensities, as shown by the similarity
to the RR spectrum of rhodopsin in Figure 3d. Resonant
probing thereby ensures proportionality to the RR cross
sections, yielding comparable intensities to a RR spectrum.29

The use of an ultrashort on-resonant pump pulse, however, will
generate wavepackets in all FC-active modes on the excited
electronic state. After preparation, these wavepackets rapidly
evolve out of the FC region and through the CI before they
arrive on the photoproduct potential energy surface. For a fully
coherent reaction, a resonantly probed photoproduct spectrum
would equal the corresponding RR spectrum, for the same
reasons as in the off-resonant case.
This allows us to assign which modes in Figure 3a,b

correspond to bathorhodopsin and which to rhodopsin. In the
low-frequency region, no coherence activity can be detected in
the off-resonant experiment (Figure 3c), while resonant
excitation leads to very strong coherence activity centered
around the absorption maximum of bathorhodpsin. These
bands must hence originate from (vibrationally hot) bath-
orhodopsin, such as the intense band at 865 cm−1, which does
not appear in the off-resonant experiment and is a clear marker
band of bathorhodopsin.27,28 Its wavelength-dependent coher-
ence activity is also centered around the absorption maximum
of bathorhodopsin. We furthermore attribute the shoulder
appearing at 1535 cm−1 to the CC stretch of the
photoproduct because the off-resonant experiment does not
show such a characteristic signature. The C−C stretch region is
difficult to assign due to the mutual Raman signatures of
reactant and photoproduct (compare Figure 3b,d). However,
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resonant excitation significantly shifts the wavelength-depend-
ent coherence activities toward the bathorhodopsin absorption
spectrum, while the reactant shows most coherence activity
near the absorption maximum of rhodopsin. The spectral
average displayed in Figure 3b additionally ranks the intensities
in order of 1208 cm−1 > 1237 cm−1 > 1267 cm−1, while the
opposite is found in Figure 3d, suggesting that, despite overlap,
we observe vibrational coherences in ground state bath-
orhodopsin modes. We therefore assign all bands in the
resonant spectrum to bathorhodopsin with the exception of the
bands at 970 and 1548 cm−1.
CIs are, however, theoretically predicted to affect wavepacket

propagation significantly, depending on the type of involve-
ment in the formation of the CI.25,26 Passage through a CI
should therefore lead to a change of the vibrational coherence
activity in a pump−probe experiment. In the case of rhodopsin,
differences between the coherence activity after internal
conversion and the RR spectrum of bathorhodopsin therefore
provide information on the CI geometry. Theoretical studies
have categorized the vibrational degrees of freedom involved in
the formation of a CI into tuning and coupling modes.25,26

Tuning modes are required to reach the CI energetically by
reducing the energy gap between the involved electronic states,
whereas coupling modes are active in forming the CI. Based on
this description, wavepackets in tuning modes are expected to
be largely unaffected by the internal conversion event while
coupling mode wavepackets will be strongly influenced.
Comparison of the RR and time-domain spectra of

bathorhodopsin allows us to divide the Raman-active modes
into three categories: those that are strongly enhanced (<500
cm−1), those that exhibit expected relative intensities (500−
1600 cm−1), and those that are unexpectedly weak (920 cm−1).
Figure 4a illustrates the dynamic evolution of vibrational
wavepackets in a coupling mode in the vicinity of a CI.25,26

Photoexcitation of a molecular ensemble by an ultrashort pump
pulse generates wavepackets on the excited electronic state,
which initially evolve in-phase. Upon encountering the CI, a
fraction of the excited molecules internally converts,33 leading
to wavepackets oscillating on the photoproduct potential. The
wavepackets in the remaining molecules on the excited
electronic state revisit the CI half a vibrational period later,

again forming photoproduct wavepackets after internal
conversion. The successively arriving photoproduct wave-
packets are therefore necessarily out-of-phase with each other,
provided the vibrational period is shorter than the excited state
lifetime. The signal recored in an ensemble measurement will
hence be diminished due to destructive interference. Coherence
activity in coupling modes can be further reduced in intensity
due to their high anharmonic character near the CI, which leads
to a delocalization of the vibrational wavepacket, as pointed out
by Kühl et al.25 We remark that an alternative explanation based
on a phase-dependent CI space may be equally valid.34 Which
model is ultimately responsible for the lack of coherence
activity in the C11−H mode, however, will require further
detailed quantum chemical calculations guided by the
experimental results reported here.
Vibrational wavepackets in tuning modes, on the other hand,

are not strongly affected by such a phase relationship (Figure
4b).25,26 In rhodopsin, the isomerization is volume-conserving
and spatially localized. The involved reactant and photoproduct
potentials are therefore not significantly displaced, giving rise to
coherence activities comparable to the RR spectrum. Minor
deviations from the expected RR intensities in such modes can,
however, be rationalized by considering a small change in the
potential energy surface upon internal conversion. If the
photoisomerization proceeds with a change of frequency or
displacement along a tuning mode, then internal conversion
will project wavepackets on a slightly steeper or shallower part
of the photoproduct surface. This results in a small perturbation
in the wavepacket dynamics, causing minor intensity deviations
compared to the RR spectrum due to partially destructive
interference. These effects are particularly small for the
photoisomerization in rhodopsin because the volume-conserv-
ing nature of the reaction leaves most modes unchanged, as
apparent by the overall similarity of C−C and CC stretching
regions in the RR spectra of rhodopsin and bathorhodopsin.15

Finally, the low-frequency region of the time-domain
spectrum is characterized by a number of very intense bands,
including the previously reported bathorhodopsin band at 60
cm−1. Theoretical simulations13,17 and RR intensity analysis35

show that low-frequency modes are experiencing a steep slope
on the excited potential energy surface, leading to fast

Figure 4. Schematic representation of wavepacket dynamics. (a) Coupling modes: Upon encountering the CI, a fraction of the excited molecules
internally converts, forming wavepackets on the photoproduct trans potential energy surface (A, orange). Remaining excited state wavepackets (B,
green) cross to the trans surface half a vibrational period (T) later, resulting in out-of-phase wavepacket motion and hence destructive interference
due to accumulated phase difference ϕA−ϕB. The coherence activity is drastically decreased compared to a RR spectrum. We remark that the CI
space contains a multitude of CIs with different geometries, one of which has been chosen to represent the behavior of wavepackets in coupling
modes. (b) Tuning modes: Vibrational wavepackets created in the excited state will reduce the energy gap between the involved electronic states,
leading to internal conversion. However, these modes are not part of the CI space and are thus unaffected by the crossing. Wavepackets will, after
change of the electronic state, simply continue to oscillate in the new potential, leading to coherence activities similar to RR. (c) Low-frequency
modes: Large initial displacements on the excited state lead to high accumulated momentum on the excited state, which is subsequently transferred
to the photoproduct potential, giving rise to large coherence activity observed in the photoproduct. Note that Qlow refers to photoproduct normal
coordinates rather than the reaction coordinate itself, which is a complex combination of the above.
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relaxation particularly along these coordinates. However, for
vibrational modes such as the backbone torsion at 60 cm−1,
corresponding to a vibrational period of 555 fs, the short
excited state lifetime (50−100 fs) necessarily implies only
minimal structural evolution along that coordinate on the
excited state. Since the overall isomerization reaction requires a
large localized torsional rearrangement, the rapid internal
conversion projects wavepackets in these modes on a very steep
part of the photoproduct potential energy surface, leading to
enhanced nuclear motion and resulting in pronounced
coherence activity (Figure 4c). This, on the other hand, does
not exclude significant twisting along the C11C12 dihedral
coordinate, as predicted by quantum chemical studies,13,17 as
this reaction coordinate represents a linear combination of
many normal modes, including modes with much higher
frequencies and thus shorter vibrational periods.
Based on this theoretical description and extensive previous

theoretical efforts,7,13,14,17 we assign the coherence activity
observed in the C−C streching region (1208, 1237, and 1267
cm−1), the C10/12−H HOOP bands (850 and 875 cm−1), and
the CC stretching shoulder at 1535 cm−1 to tuning modes of
the isomerization reaction. This assignment is further
supported by the excited state lifetime of rhodopsin (70−100
fs), requiring high-frequency FC-active modes with short
vibrational periods to act as efficient tuning coordinates.
Minor deviations from the RR intensities as seen for the
C10/12−H HOOP or the CC stretch are likely due to
different frequencies in ground and excited states.25 The
complete lack of activity in the 920 cm−1 mode in the on-
resonant time-domain spectrum (Figure 3b) suggests that the
C11−H HOOP is one of the major coupling modes of the
system. This assignment is also supported by recent high-level
quantum mechanical calculations, suggesting an asynchronous
bicycle-pedal motion with major involvement of the C11−H
HOOP.13 We remark that our technique is insensitive to the
photo- to bathorhodopsin structural relaxation previously
observed with femtosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy28

(see Supporting Information), resulting in a Fourier power
spectrum that mainly reflects the properties of the final (hot)
bathorhodopsin photoproduct.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have used ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy with
high temporal resolution and spectroscopic sensitivity to
investigate the fate of nuclear wavepackets generated by
photoexcitation after internal conversion mediated by a CI
during a photochemical process. When comparing the
coherence spectrum after passage through the CI with the
RR spectrum of the photochemical product, we observed both
strong enhancement and suppression of coherences. This
behavior is in contrast to that observed during the S2 ← S1
internal conversion in β-carotene,23 where some high-frequency
(>600 cm−1) coherences are amplified, while the other band
intensities remain unchanged. The major difference between
the two systems is that in β-carotene only small structural
changes are coupled to the internal conversion, while a
complete photoisomerization is driven in rhodopsin. As a
result, we observe clear differences in coherence intensities
compared to the RR spectrum of bathorhodopsin that can be
explained by the displacement of the respective potential
energy surfaces upon internal conversion. On the one hand, our
results provide a strong proving ground for theoretical studies,
especially in the comparison of how nuclear wavepackets are

affected by a CI for reactive and unreactive processes. On the
other hand, the ability to monitor vibrational coherences
throughout chemical reactions and across multiple electronic
surfaces is likely to provide detailed insight into the mechanistic
and structural origins of ultrafast processes such as charge and
proton transfer, singlet fission, and photochemical trans-
formations in general.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation. Rhodopsin (OD500 = 15) was obtained from

rod outer segments of bovine retinae and purified by sucrose flotation
followed by sucrose density gradient centrifugation, as described by De
Grip et al.15,36 Hydroxylamine was added to a final concentration of 2
mM to suppress the accumulation of photoproduct.

Ultrafast Spectroscopy. A Pharos 6 W amplifier system provided
180 fs pulses at 1030 nm (1.05 W, 1 kHz). White light (WL) was
generated focusing 2 mW of the output into a 3 mm sapphire crystal
and was used as the probe pulse after removal of the fundamental.
Pump pulses were generated as described elsewhere.37 Briefly, the
second harmonic (515 nm) pumped a one-stage noncollinear optical
parametric amplifier (NOPA) to generate off-resonant pump pulses
centered at 800 nm. A two-stage NOPA pumped by the second
harmonic provided a narrowband output at 780 nm, which was used to
generate WL in a 3 mm sapphire crystal. This WL acted as a seed in a
one-stage NOPA pumped by the third harmonic (343 nm) of the laser
system to produce resonant excitation pulses centered at 500 nm. The
pump pulses were compressed to sub-10 fs duration by a combination
of chirped mirrors and a pair of fused silica wedges (Layertec). The
pulse durations were confirmed by second harmonic generation
frequency resolved optical gating (SHG-FROG) employing a 10 μm
BBO crystal.38

Transient absorption traces were recorded using a pump chopping
scheme, and the transmitted probe was sent onto a home-built single-
shot prism spectrograph using a CMOS array detector for broadband
detection. The samples were flowed through a 200 μm path length
flowcell (120 μm windows) by a peristaltic pump at a rate to ensure
replenishment of the sample between consecutive pulses. Pump and
probe diameters in the focus were 75 and 50 μm, with corresponding
pulse energies set to 60 (resonant pump), 120 (off-resonant pump),
and 2 nJ (WL probe).

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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Pulses and data processing as well as simulations on previously
observed frequency shifts in the HOOP region. This material is
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